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TIBERGHIEN (FRA) GRABS JUNIOR WORLD TITLE
SUNDLING (SWE) WORLD’S BEST SPRINTER 

Jean Tiberghien of France wins Cross Country Sprint World Title in Val di Fiemme (Italy)
Svensson (SWE) and Maki (FIN) complete the men’s podium
Jonna Sundling of Sweden is the 2014 XC Junior Sprint World Champion
Ski Jumping (Team and Individual), Nordic Combined and Cross Country scheduled tomorrow


The FIS Nordic Junior & Under 23 World Ski Championships currently underway in Italy’s Val di Fiemme, today assigned the Junior Sprint world titles and Jean Tiberghien and Jonna Sundling took gold. Oskar Svensson (SWE) and Joni Maki (FIN) rounded out the podium, as did Lotta Udnes Weng (NOR) and Yulia Belorukova (RUS) on the women’s side.
Over 160 athletes from all over the planet, from as far away as Australia, Turkey and Togo, gathered together in the XC Ski Stadium and they were warmly received by local people and their fans. 
From the very beginning, it was destined to be a tough battle. The Swede Svensson, Ishikawa of Japan, both the Norwegians Hippe and Hoel along with the Savoyard Tiberghien won their own heats.
After the semifinals it became clearer that Svensson and Tiberghien would be the main protagonists, even though Ishikawa and Vuorinen (FIN) qualified well to be part of the final. The other Scandinavian Maki (FIN) and the Russian Vakhrushev also reached the final since they qualified with the next fastest times in their semis. For the first 800 meters of the final the situation went back and forth between them all and it continued in this way right up until 50 meters from the finish, when Tiberghien made his bid for victory together with Svensson and Maki. The photo finish finally revealed the Frenchman as the winner and he could not hold back his emotions. ‘Becoming the World Champion is simply amazing and fulfilling – said Tiberghien – Today everything was awesome and everything went in the right direction. I still have to realize that I won the gold medal, it’s even better than a dream’.
In the female race, the Swede Sundling stamped her authority both in the quarterfinal and semi-final. In the final she had to face the two Russian athletes Belorukova and Nepryaeva, the Swiss Faehndrich, the Norwegian Weng and her Swedish teammate Dyvik. Shortly after the start Sundling’s white suit wasn’t part of the group any longer. She found herself out in front at around the halfway point of the 1200-meter lap and concluded the race completely alone. However, the photo-finish was essential in order to award the silver medal to Weng and the bronze to Belorukova.
The FIS Nordic Junior & Under 23 World Ski Championships in Italy’s Val di Fiemme tomorrow welcomes cross country skiing at the XC Stadium with the Under 23 10k women’s and 15k men’s CT events scheduled at 10am. At 8.45am female ski jumping teams will meet up at the SJ Stadium for the Team HS 106 competition. The first Nordic Combined event (HS 106 – 10k) of these Championships will take off at 11.30am (2.30pm cross country), and at 6pm back to the SJ Stadium for the Men’s Individual HS 106 event.
Info: www.fiemme2014.com
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Men Junior Sprint Free 1.5 km
1 TIBERGHIEN Jean FRA; 2 SVENSSON Oskar SWE; 3 MAKI Joni FIN; 4 VUORINEN Lauri FIN; 5 VAKHRUSHEV Evgeniy RUS; 6 ISHIKAWA Kentaro JPN; 

Ladies Junior Sprint Free 1.2 km
1 SUNDLING Jonna SWE; 2 WENG Lotta Udnes NOR; 3 BELORUKOVA Yulia RUS; 4 NEPRYAEVA Natalia RUS; 5 FAEHNDRICH Nadine SUI; 6 DYVIK Anna SWE;  








